January
Newsletter 2011
Happy New Year to all our
members old and new!

Christmas Party 2010. A good time
was had by all and £72 was raised for
the Macmillan Nurses, in lieu of
Christmas cards – thank you.

Club Nights 2011 Monthly Meeting’s
Wednesday 26th January – The alternative Bring and Buy (See advert Page 4).
Wednesday 23rd February – Quiz Night
Wednesday 30th March – Bring and Buy
Wednesday 27th April – Noggin and Natter

Events:
Sunday 17th April – MA7C Cotswold Run
3rd-5th June – Evesham Balloon Festival and Car Show
25th & 26th June 2011 Wartime in the Vale at Ashdown Farm, Evesham
3rd July – Hampton Ferry Car Show, Evesham.
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Chair Chat
Firstly, a very Happy New Year to you all. I trust you have all taken the
opportunity in the snow, to brush up your skid control in your Austin at your
local Asda, Tesco or Sainsbury car park. Whilst writing this there are still a few
pockets of snow left here in the Vale and the weather forecasters are still keeping their
options open with threats of yet more. Sadly, the snow put paid to the Boxing Day
run too, but no one in his right mind would expect to go out in such awful conditions.
As you saw on the front page we collected £72 for Macmillan Nurses. Thanks to
Lesley Marriner for organising this.
You will read elsewhere in this newsletter of the sad loss of one of our longer serving
members, John Hamilton, our DVLA guru, who passed away following an accident in
his garage, shortly before Christmas. We offer our sincere condolences to his wife
Ann, and to their family, Celine and Nick and to his five Grandchildren.
This month we are grateful to Sandra Francis who, as Guest Editor, has brought
together that which you are now reading, Thank you Sandra. Whilst on the subject of
the newsletter two points arise: Number 1. We are still looking for a regular editor,
could you fill this interesting role for the club? There is considerable help available
within on the technical side and a few more members are writing regularly. Where is
your contribution?
Number 2. When you do write an article, could you reporters
and correspondents please use Microsoft Word and do NOT use PDF files or
Microsoft Work, as very few, if any of us, can open either of them. If your copy is
hand written, this is not a problem, provided the editor can read it!! Articles should
be sent to Pam Bishop, by E or snailmail whilst we still have Guest Editors. Thank
you. Lecture ends.
I am still awaiting the date and venue for the Chipping Campden Rotary Club Classic
Car event. This usually takes place at CC School, but Rotary are looking for a less
draughty location...watch this space. We have been invited to the Bromley Pageant
of Motoring and the Cholmondeley Pageant of Power on 12th June and 13th, 14th and
15th July respectively. Both a bit of a hike from the Midlands but some members may
have relatives in those areas which might make either trip a practical proposition.
Details with the Chairman. More locally there is a “Wartime in the Vale” show in
Badsey (Evesham) on 25/26th June. Details from David Morse 01926 421802 or email
: dpgmorse@btinternet.com If sufficient numbers are interested , we could do a
MA7C stand. Drive it Day and our own Cotswold Run will be earlier this year on
17th April, because Easter is on 24th April w/e and the following w/e is the May Bank
Holiday and the Royal Wedding
The Champagne Classic, organised by the Rotary Club of Kingham and Daylesford
on 3rd July, is a Charity Garden Party at Kingham Hill. The featured marquee, this
year, is Bentley . Tickets are £5pp but if you have the luncheon its £50pp. Details at
www.champagneclassic.org.net This event was promoted at Churchill last year and
seemed to be filling the alternate year ......but possibly not at this price.
Please remember, it’s the Alternative Bring and Buy Sale on Wednesday 26th Jan,
bring along all your unwanted Christmas prezzies and any other redundant items that
are cluttering up your garage/ loft and let someone else store them for a while!! And
the club can make a few bob too!! (But NO electrical goods please).
Make 2011 a busy Austineering year and please write, to your editor, about your part
in it.
ATB Brem

Guest Editor Spot
Well I’m not sure what to say really – which is very rare!- except that trying to produce this
newsletter really showed that when I gave up work a year ago, I stopped using the brain cells
and have fallen behind with the latest technology that is out there in such a short time. When
I was sent documents as (dot)pdfs and (dot)ppts and all sorts of other (dot)endings I did throw
the dollies out of the pram, as my very old computer that has very little memory left, (due to
all the family photos on it that I can’t bear to remove even though they are stored on 2
external hard drives) often just shouted at me that it couldn’t open the documents. Without
the help of my IT clever brother, Mike, this newsletter would not have reached you! It has
been a very steep learning curve amidst the chaos of snow, Christmas and the New Year
celebrations – all of which I thoroughly enjoyed and hope you did too. Best wishes for the
New Year and here’s hoping 2011 is good to you and that you keep healthy and get to use
your Sevens as often as possible.
All the best.

Sandra Francis

John Owen Hamilton 1943 – 2010, BROMSGROVE

Passed away after a sudden accident, on Sunday December 12th.
He leaves his best friend, soul mate and loving wife of 44 years, Ann (O’Reilly)
Hamilton. He was the proud father and father in law of two special children, a
daughter Celine Hamilton Quill and husband Jim, a son Nick Hamilton and wife
Claire. ‘Pop’ will be deeply missed by his five grandchildren, Teagan, Ethan,
Minnie, Heidi and Laurence.
The above was kindly sent to me by John’s son Nick who is going to be creating a
book of John’s life. Nick invites you to share your thoughts, photos and memories of
John by sending them to him at 59 Bromwich Road, Woodseats, Sheffield S8 OGG.
Telephone 07957310307 or email nickhamilton@hotmail.co.uk.
He was a long standing club member being on the committee as Secretary during the
early years of 2000. He played an important role within the club being our contact
with the DVLA and he has helped many club members to regain their original
registration on their cars. He will be sadly missed!
John will be missed by many and we pass on our condolences to all the family.
Donations in John’s memory can be made to: Burma Children’s Fund, c/o James
Giles and Sons, 24 Stourbridge Road, Bromsgrove, Worcs, B61 OAE. 01527 831249

John Hamilton
I first met John in 1995 when my late husband George and I went slightly eccentric
and bought an Austin 7 Ruby. John at that time was the Club Secretary, and was
always helpful, full of advice and happy to stop whatever he was doing if George
called in for a cuppa and a chat. Over the next few years we met up with John and
Ann at Rallies, weekend events and holidays. One of the most memorable was a trip
to Ireland which was organised by John. We were all having a great time until John
jumped off a wall and hurt his ankle. Much discussion followed on how to drive all
the Austin 7s home, but it was sorted and all cars and people arrived home safely. We
had not seen as much of John and Ann during recent times, with a daughter and her
family in America and a son up North and Grandchildren they had been busier than
ever. However, John, as DVLA Secretary for the Club was always available and
sorted many a tax and number plate problem for grateful club members.
So John, with your organising skills and George’s help perhaps there will soon be an
Austin 7 club in Heaven.
Hazel Purcell.

A letter received by the club from Ann Hamilton.....
38 Roman Way, Bromsgrove
To All members past and present of the MA7C
Thank you very much for your kind
words and card during the early days of
John’s tragic sudden death.
Also your
physical presence at John’s funeral on 30th
Dec 2010.
It was comforting to know that he had
made a difference with his work on the
registrations of many Austin 7s. He enjoyed
the chase of finding the original regs. in the
archives and verifying the chassis and engine numbers.
Yours sincerely

Ann Hamilton

Even more of the Big 7 restoration.
All hands to the Pump!!
This instalment should be re-titled “A bad case of the winter blues” as it’s been
freezing for so long, trying to work in the garage or workshop has been reduced to a
five minute look at the work that needs to be done before frostbite sets in. After
taking the engine apart last New Year, one component amongst many that was put on
one side was the oil pump. The body is made from brass or gun metal, I am not quite
sure which? As always what starts as a two minute job lasts for hours and in my case

usually ends with yet another ruined shirt. The job appears to be simple, remove the
wire from the bolts, remove the bolts and take the bottom plate off to inspect the
insides.
The bottom was well and truly stuck and despite
gentle persuasion with the usual implement it was not
going anywhere. After some consultation, the drive
shaft was removed and the whole unit put in the vice
and more gentle persuasion made the bottom plate
rotate around the fixed shaft and eventually it came
apart. A cleaning exercise followed to remove the
accumulated dirt. The advice which was given is as
follows to recondition the pump.
1. Where the two gears have rested on the bottom
plate they will have worn grooves, these must be
removed by rubbing the bottom plate with wet & dry paper secured to a flat piece of
glass or a surface plate if one is to hand. This was surprisingly quick with good
results.
2. The split pin was removed from the fixed shaft and was drifted out and the bottom
surface of the main casting was given a similar treatment but only a light touch just
enough to clean it.
3. The gears were inspected and as predicted one surface was shiny and worn whilst
the other was dull and as new, all that is needed is to turn the gears upside down so
that the involute gear teeth mesh as they did when new. It was also suggested to me
that any carbon deposits should be removed so as not to be dislodged and pumped to
my new bearings. The old school fix for this is stuff called caustic soda. This is a
new product to me, I only have vague recollections of my parents talking about
cleaning drains with the stuff. After asking my knowledgeable work colleagues and
much chin stroking it was widely concluded that Boots the Chemist was where I was
to acquire this chemical. So a special trip was made, only to find that for health and
safety reasons they haven’t sold it for years and I was also shocked to discover that
home brew kits had gone the same way, the day was not looking good. It was
suggested that I try a good old fashioned hardware store and luckily there is one in
Kingsheath called York Supplies. This place is like Aladdin’s Cave, you can buy
everything from 4 candles to fork handles as well as caustic soda. The man behind
the counter said “have you used it before?” to which I gave an embarrassed “no” and
so the health & safety lecture followed with references to aluminium saucepans. Take
very good care was the message.
I duly went home and followed the instructions and set about dipping the body of the
oil pump into the mixture, about twenty minutes later I inspected it to see a scum of
black bits on the surface. A quick wash in hot water revealed a clean pump. This is
now ready for assembly and then back into the engine.
John Richardson

Meet the member – Quentin Howell
I started my car career with a Seven at the tender age of 17 but my first exposure to
Sevens was very early. Indeed I was bought home from hospital in the family
westminster green Ruby. This car seemed to alternate as family transport with an
Alvis TA14 dhc and I remember playing in the Ruby before I was five when the car
was laid up off road and in the carport. The green Ruby was sold and taken away in a
big box van to a lady in Portsmouth and seems to still officially exist. (on DVLA
records anyway).
I was always odd I think and the choice of first cars for me was not your average
teenage choice but both an Alvis and Ruby were in the running. In those days I used
to scour the Exchange and Mart. I did ring up a chap in Cardiff about a TA14 saloon
that was £100 more than the Ruby I did buy. I joined the MA7C and rapidly met a
chap called Arthur and one or two others all of whom were very welcoming,
considering I was barely out of short trousers! I forget who gave me the number but
someone had heard of a Ruby that needed quite a severe recommissioning and had
been recently advertised. I had already looked at a couple of Ruby cars one of which
had been £600 and was in Coventry and whilst it was basically a car it was far from
complete with the engine out and needing paintwork and interior. To my then
unskilled eyes a huge amount of work.
Arthur volunteered his van and a tiny trailer and so Mother, my brother and I drove in
convoy down to look at the car. It turned out that Mr Smylie had advertised the car
quite a while ago and was suprised to be asked to sell it. The car was tucked away in a
barn with a Morris 8. both obviously not touched for many years. The Seven was
complete if tired, but Arthur told me if I did not have it he would come and get it the
next day. Deal done we told the surprised vendor we would take it away that
afternoon; he took one confused look at the mini estate we had turned up in and
wondered how we were to fit the Ruby into it! A quick journey back to the lunch
time pub to collect Arthur’s van and trailer and once loaded we were on our way
home.
Picture
one
shows
the car
being
collected
in
Bishop
Stortford
way back
in 1987.

Day two I washed my new purchase and the reality of what the hell I had done sank
in. I knew nothing about what I had bought but over the next year I was about to go
up one incredible steep learning curve. Local neighbours helped me by forcing me to
take the head off and start to actually do things that might make the engine work.
Looking back on this time I am staggered at how little I did to gain an MOT, and how
basic my skills were. Remarkably the car passed an MOT before I left school and
reliably got me to school for my A levels without mishap. I did get very good at
changing the rear wheel stud carrier as one wheel would often lose one stud.
Similarly a thundering noise on the way home was rapidly found to be a loose
cylinder block on the engine which after being duly tightened was fine as the journey
continued. My learning curve taught me that the Seven seemed to rattle itself to
pieces but equally seemed virtually indestructible. I was running at this point with no
working dynamo which considering it was my only car did mean that night journeys
had to be kept short and often on side lights when possible. One Cotswold Run many
years ago the saloon filled with light grey smoke and at the top of the hill I stopped
and after filling the empty gearbox with oil carried on and after a few miles the car
quietened back down!
I was fortunate that so many people helped me, lending or finding me parts as well as
giving me help and encouragement. I was lent a back axle for about three years whilst
I fixed mine after it broke about two weeks after its first MOT. Gradually the car
settled into its new lease of life even managing a term of university use without any
terminal hitches. Indeed except for the two crankshaft failures I have suffered, the car
has always got me home. One failure happened just before the 1997 JOGLE and the
other happened when travelling up to John O’Groats for the 2000 JOGLE. The
JOGLE remains an unconquered course for the Seven.
Other cars came along. After a couple of years my trusty Triumph Herald – even this
youth got a little fed up with the 35mph average of the Ruby and basic practicality
became loud and clear. I now am fortunate to have not one but both actual Alvis cars
that my father owned, as well as a Fiat 500 waiting in the wings next to be finished.
None of them Sevens, but I had been told that people either started with Sevens and
then moved on, or got bitten hard and they multiply. I was determined to break the
mould which is partly why I still own the car twenty three years later. The Ruby
remains in my fleet and continues to gradually improve in condition. It is a joy to take
the car out after a stressful day and enjoy most people’s comments. After being asked
when I was going to recycle the car whilst putting some plastic in the recycling bin I
realised the time really had come when the “smoothrite” finish had to be removed. It
had been painted as a 5 year stop gap when I first had it and had now survived 18
years. This comment was the final straw which made me strip the car back to bare
metal. It led to me sorting out any outstanding metal work, replacing the rear wings,
even removing the steel roof “repair” plate, finally re-spraying all over. After adding
new bumpers and re-chromed headlamps I no longer get stares when I turn up at
events but am still happy to get it quite dirty at events such as the recent Autumn
Cotswold run. Difference is that now it gets washed. Progress continues on the
interior and replacing the sunroof.
Picture two which shows the car in its current condition

Over the years the car has given me a huge amount of pleasure and has taught me so
much. I have found bits of Heinz baked bean cans holding the front engine bearing in
place after completing several thousand miles and all kinds of other bodges have
gradually been undone. Gradually I have dragged the car, as time permits, up to a
reasonably nice condition. Long memorable journeys include a Birmingham to
Devon trip one Friday evening for a
school camp when the Herald broke, a
weekend to Merthyr Tydfil and
countless other trips all over the
country. It now has a baby seat fitted as
well so my own new family can
continue to get pleasure from the car.
My son Xavier is already practicing his
driving skills in the hope that one day...
The people who stop you and tell you
their stories (usually an IUTHOOT) or
ask about the car only increase the joy
of its ownership. Over the years so
many people have been so kind and
friendly within my many car clubs – it
is certainly a friendly hobby as well as
a useful one.
Picture three – Xavier practicing at
Blackwell on the recent Autumn
Cotswold run

SERVICES
Austin Seven wheels shot blasted and powder coated. £20 per wheel
collected/delivered Warwick 01926 402228
WANTED
1930/31 starter motor. 01926 402228

Thanks
Les Gammon
WANTED
Austin 7 wanted. Can you help. I have just rejoined after back sliding with
my membership and I am now looking for an Austin 7 to tinker with. I am looking
for a complete and running one, either a ruby mk1 or 2. I would consider a box
saloon but would love a nippy. I have cash waiting for the right car. I will
keep an eye out for the magazine. Cheers. Darren Moore. 02476465376 or
07946522922.

NEC Classic Car Show 2010
This year’s show started back in 2009 when I handed in the application form to the
organiser’s office on the way out one night. Not much happens until the spring when
you are invited to exhibit at this year’s show. Then the fun starts, contracts are
returned and all manner of forms are completed in relation to Health and Safety,
insurance, Disposal of waste from the stand, publicity information for the
programme and organisers, requirements for carpet, furniture, electrics, visual aid
equipment, and finally a scale drawing of the stand to make sure it fits the space
they have offered. Within the club you invite (pester, badger, cajole, bully) members
to display their cars. The passes are ordered and then juggled around again, to suit
when folks would like to come. When the passes are returned, then the car park
passes have to be organised to get maximum use out of them. Finally before the
actual day the committee meeting has to organise getting all the equipment, people
and cars there at the right time and just as importantly, away again after the show.
Arriving at 8.30 on the Thursday some were there already, carpets were laid and
vehicles positioned by a loyal group of 15 members. This year the theme of the show
was “Records” so we had decided to reconstruct the 100,000ths A7 photo, and
feature “The Three Jewels” This taking place on the
11th November, the two minutes silence was
observed, and it was quite moving to watch the
whole of the NEC come to a stop amongst the
hustle and bustle of setting up. The new display flag
looked good and could be seen across the hall. The
regalia table didn’t fit, so another one was carried in
next day. We had Hazel Gore’s Pearl, Roz Brain’s
Ruby and Brian Tomkins’ Opal for the three jewels;
Hank

Chatterton’s RK for the 100,000ths A7
and Mervyn Hoyle had brought the
van from Harrogate with a mouthwatering display of vegetables.
For three days members manned the stand
and met the public and old friends, and
gave the message that A7’s are fun and a
good hobby. Club sales were handled
successfully (?) by an odd array of
temporary staff. Mervyn worked hard to
raise money for Marie Currie (He raised

£1325 at the last count; very well done Mervyn!) The show was vast, spread over 4
halls plus the two halls of motorbike and access to the MPH show (where the new
“Rovers” were on display) there was plenty to see. We were just across from the
autojumble so the temptation to buy something was ever present, and some
succumbed. Once again on the Sunday the hall fell silent for two minutes. As the
theme was records, Hazel had visited her loft and “The Austin Unity Song” and “In
my Little Austin 7” were made in the
form of 78 records. which we
displayed in windscreens together
with copies of the sheet music covers.
Saturday evening featured the awards
presentation and representatives went
and ate and drunk the organiser’s
sandwiches and wine but this year
didn’t win anything. But it was a
pleasant end to the days show.
Packing up time arrived, and signalled
by the horns, everyone began
dismantling their stands. After a while Barbara and I walked out to get the trailer for
the Ruby, leaving the others to continue the work. We sat outside until the traffic
wombles let us in with the trailer, after the drivable cars had left. The stand had
been completely packed up by the ever hard working members (bless them!) and
was loaded up into various vehicle. Packing up went well this year; and the NEC
organisation seemed to work well also; getting everyone in and out with some sort
of organisation. I dropped the Ruby off at Roz’s and arrived home earlier than last
year. Next day I had a ride in the Cotswolds to fetch the carpets back from Ken and
Sheila’s but instead of returning the way I came, I followed Kens direction “to go to
the end of the lane and turn right”, which was fine as far as it went. Then I wandered
all over the place, eventually arriving home through Long Marston and Bidford, still it
was a lovely bright day for a run in the country!
Thanks must go to Brian, Hazel, Hank, Mervyn and Roz for displaying their cars. Also
for Barbara, Arthur, Hazel P, Clive, John R, Ian, Ron R, Ron L, Harold, Maurice, Bob,
Ken and Sheila for helping/ delivering/ transporting/ staffing the stand this year. I
worked out members saved £920 this year by taking part, and members raised three
times last years amount by buying tickets at a discount with the clubs code, and
finally a warning………..
I have entered next years show; it’s on the 11th 12th and 13th November 2011
Andy

Austin a family affair.
(That elusive Christmas present)

January is time for reflection and the opportunity to look forward to the
coming year. With family and friends calling over the festive period
there’s a lot less ‘garage time’ available unless the long lost aunt decides
to call!. The festive season also brings all those endless hours choosing
appropriate presents and worrying if they will like them. It’s much easier
if they own an Austin 7, buying presents becomes a doddle; well it
usually is when Colin and I exchange presents.
Colin and I have a mutual ‘Austin’ friend who also has a passion for the
Ferrari brand. Just before Christmas, Sue (my wife) and I were in London
for a few days to buy the odd present when we came across Ferrari’s new
shop in Regent Street. After squeezing past two burly guards we were
faced with a ‘petrolheads’ dream, centre stage a 2007 F1 car (not for sale
I hasten to add) surrounded with a full array of merchandise from Beany
hats, through every conceivable item that you can link to the racing
brand. For the discerning buyer (who has everything) and tucked away in
the basement behind locked cabinets, authenticated ex 2001 F1 engine
parts, exhaust valve £160, piston £800, crankshaft £3600. I wondered if
MA7C opened an Austin shop next door we could realise the same
profits, alas only a dream!. If you are wondering, I did manage to buy our
friend two (small) presents and came out of the shop with the most
exclusive red carrier bags on Regent Street.
Last month I shared a little of the progress on the Fabric Saloon and time
permitting it should be on the road in the coming weeks. This month the
TT replica steps from the limelight very much the project for 2011.
Bought as a chassis and shell from Paul Cooper it languished for 18
months in our conservatory whilst I built the new garage. Time wasn’t
lost but spent researching the TT era and how best to replicate the famous
car without needing a lottery win. With the TT we didn’t have a
‘complete car’ to restore but have adopted the same principle as the
Fabric restoring/ completing each component in turn. Chassis and front
suspension were first followed by the gearbox. Work on the engine and
rear axle is currently underway.
In assembling the TT we have decided to build as much authenticity into
the replica as possible but will sacrifice some speed and acceleration in
favour of usability on the road. For example the gearbox retains the

correct three speed mechanism with a genuine Eltos changer but to
improve the ratios we have added a Vince Leek ‘Andes’ 2nd gear. The
engine on the other hand is based on the experience of the EA engines
built to date. For those not technically interested now is the time to go
and make a cup of tea.
Block

Transition falling between vintage and Box / Ruby

Crank

Pheonix 1½” pressure fed

Rods

Corrello

Camshaft

Chrome Jack French

Pistons

Fletcher-Jones slipper

Nose piece

Pressure fed – Quarry engineering (photo below)

Valves

Oversized inlet ( secret ingredient)

Manifold

Three branch updraft

Head

Ulster 9E

Flywheel

Graham Roper Aluminium

Carburettor

Solex MOV30

When complete we hope to have around 38-40 HP on tap though at this
stage we are not sure if the Solex will operate in quite the same way as
the SU on the current EA engine.
Whilst I had the camera out I did take a picture of the RK engine after it
had been cleaned, honed, faced and ready for a dry fit.

and for all DIY’rs - tip of the
month Colin’s ‘home-made’ valve
guide profiler (information and
dimensions can be provided)

This month’s amble focused on the TT but work on the RK has continued
unabated. The upholsterer John Grant (recommended by Harold and
Maurice) has made an excellent job of the door cards and front seats.
With only the Rinsey Mills ‘Original Austin Seven’ pp 48 photos to work
from the finished job sympathetically blends the new with the old
interior.
It’s time to sign off again for this month but before I finish I share a
thought or two for the year ahead. As I mentioned earlier my presents
usually come from one of the Austin parts suppliers but to my surprise I
also received a ‘WWII motto mug’ from Colin and Clare, which
apparently are all the rage this year. It wasn’t the motto that set my mind
working, ‘KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON’ (chosen with tongue in
cheek) but the task before me as I seek to finish the RK and turn the TT
from a pile of nuts and bolts into something that resembles a car.

And what about that elusive 2011 Christmas present MA7C could have
mugs made with the motto ‘RELAX DRIVE AN AUSTIN 7’, they may
prove a best seller.
Clive (and Colin)

